ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
SPECIFICATION 18-239-143
FOR
SELF PROPELLED PNEUMATIC TIRED ROLLER - 11 TIRES
A. General Conditions:
1.

Current Model: Units furnished under this specification shall be the latest improved model in current production, as
offered to commercial trade, built for the U.S. market, and shall be of quality workmanship and material. Machines
manufactured for foreign markets will not be accepted. All equipment offered under this specification shall be new.
Used, reconditioned, shopworn, demonstrator, prototype or discontinued models are not acceptable. Manufacturers of
the units supplied must have been in the business of producing operational units for at least two years and must have
recently sold similar units to domestic governmental agencies. The model furnished must have been in production for
a minimum of one year, or be the latest version of a previous model. Bidder/s may be required to submit
documentation substantiating the aforementioned requirements. A list of user references may also be required.

2.

Literature: Manufacturers literature, verifying adherence of proposed unit to each line item addressed in this
specification, shall be submitted with the bid. If any literature and/or specifications of items conflict with ARDOT
specifications, the conflict(s) shall be specifically noted, corrected and submitted with the bid.

3.

Any deviations from specifications and requirements herein must be clearly pointed out by bidder. Otherwise it will be
considered that equipment offered is in strict compliance with these specifications and requirements, and successful
bidder will be held responsible therefor. Deviations must be explained in detail on an attached sheet. However, no
implication is made by the Arkansas Department of Transportation that deviations will be acceptable.

4.

Manuals: The successful bidder shall furnish one (1) Operator’s Instruction Manual with each unit delivered and one
(1) copy each of Shop Repair Manual and Parts Book to each FOB point.
The successful bidder may provide Shop Repair Manuals and Parts Manuals on computer media (CD, DVD, USB
Drive, etc.) in lieu of printed manuals.

5.

Training: The successful bidder shall furnish qualified personnel to instruct ARDOT operators and service technicians
on operation and maintenance of machine.
In addition, the successful bidder shall furnish information on any factory service schools which would be available for
ARDOT service technicians.

6.

Shall be assembled, adjusted and made ready for continuous operation at time of delivery.

7.

All parts, accessories and tools necessary for satisfactory operation of this unit shall be furnished whether or not they
are specifically mentioned in this specification (including standard equipment as regularly furnished by manufacturer as
shown on printed literature and specifications - unless specifically excluded by this specification).

8.

Parts Inventory & Service Facilities: The successful bidder shall maintain a representative inventory of replacement parts
and service facilities for servicing equipment bid on.

9.

Demonstration: The Arkansas Department of Transportation reserves the right to require a demonstration, under actual
working conditions, of equipment bid under this specification before award is made. The demonstration would be
performed (free of any charge) by the bidder or an authorized representative at a mutually acceptable location. If
requested, the bidder should be prepared to demonstrate the equipment within thirty (30) days after notification. Failure of
the bidder to perform a satisfactory demonstration within the specified time may be grounds for rejection of the bid.

10. Cooperative Purchasing: Other tax-supported entities* in Arkansas (cities, counties, state agencies, school districts,
etc.) may purchase from this Contract on an individual basis under the same specifications and conditions, and at the
pricing set forth by each vendor, all at the discretion of each vendor in each case. Prices could be reduced by a vendor
for minor alterations in conditions (changing order quantities, deleting options, etc.) as agreed by both parties, but
could not be raised above the contract bid price except for any additional freight charges. Vendors would not be
required to sell to any such entity under this contract, and those entities would not be obligated to purchase from the
contract.
Each entity wishing to purchase from the contract must make contact directly with the appropriate vendor(s). The
Highway Department shall remain “out of the loop” for such transactions: all contact, orders, invoices, payments, etc.
regarding such transactions must take place exclusively between the tax-supported entity and the vendor. The
Department shall be held harmless of any and all liability arising from such transactions.
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* Tax-supported entities are defined as those receiving more than half of total funding from appropriated tax funds.
B. Unit Specifications:
1.

Body: Shall be constructed of heavy gauge steel welded throughout and have cleanout doors for ballast removal.
Ballast compartment shall have covers and baffle plates to prevent water surge when water ballasted and be equipped
with drain plugs. Total ballast capacity shall be no less than 100 cubic feet. Shall be equipped with front and rear
towing hitches.

2.

Engine: Liquid cooled diesel with a minimum piston displacement of 3.4 liters developing no less than 100 horsepower
at governed RPM. Electric system shall include starter, alternator, battery and ammeter or charge indicator. Shall have
approved type air cleaner, oil and fuel filters, fuel tank of sufficient size to allow for 10 hours of continous operation,
muffler, electric hour meter (oil pressure or fuel solenoid actuated) and all necessary gauges or warning lights including
temperature and oil pressure. Cooling system shall have anti-freeze protection to -20o F, or lower.

3.

Wheels and Tires: Shall have eleven (11) 15” diameter steel wheels with eleven (11) 7.50 x 15 - 12 ply minimum, wide,
smooth tread, pneumatic tires. Tires and wheels shall be so spaced to provide sufficient overlap for full coverage. All
wheels shall oscillate either individually or in pairs to follow contour of ground to provide uniform compaction and to
provide traction to all drive wheels. Rolling width shall be no less than 82”.

4.

Drive: Shall have a two speed hydrostatic drive system providing variable speeds up to no less than 11 mph. Drive
wheels shall have no-spin or limited slip feature.

5.

Steering: Hydraulically operated, controlled by a steering wheel.

6.

Operator’s Station: Shall be equipped with a rotating operator’s station capable of rotating 45 degrees either side of
center. Operator station shall be designed with instruments and controls conveniently located to the operator. Shall
have an adjustable suspension seat with arm rest and seat belts.

7.

Brakes: Service braking shall be as regularly furnished by manufacturer but must be adequate to enable roller to be
stopped in mountainous terrain. Shall have parking brake independent of service brakes.

8.

Weight: Operating weight of empty roller shall be no less than 10,000 pounds. Minimum operating weight of machine
fully ballasted shall be 28,000 pounds.

9.

Sprinkler System: Shall have a pressure type water sprinkler system and mats on all front and rear tires. Water tank(s)
shall be constructed of non-corrosive materials and have a minimum total capacity of 90 gallons.

10.

ROPS: Shall be equipped with ROPS with metal canopy meeting the requirements of SAE J1040.

11.

Lights: Shall be equipped with a minimum of two (2) front and two (2) rear sealed beam lights. Shall also have a
minimum of two (2) front and two (2) rear directional and flasher lights.

12.

Vandalism Protection: Shall be equipped with vandalism protection including the following items as a minimum:
a. Lockable engine side panels or enclosure.
b. Lockable instrument panel.
c. Lockable filler caps for the fuel tank(s) and radiator. Filler caps located behind locking panels or inside engine
enclosure are acceptable in lieu of individual locking caps.
d. Lockable battery box cover(s) if battery is not located inside engine enclosure.

13.

Color: Manufacturer’s standard color is acceptable.

14.

Warranty: Units purchased under this specification shall be warranted against defects in material and workmanship for a
minimum period of twelve (12) months (365 days) from date unit is placed in operation by ARDOT.
a.

Warranty shall include all parts, labor and transportation costs to the location of equipment.

b.

If equipment cannot be repaired on location, warranty shall include cost of transport to the facility where the repair
work will be done.

c.

It will be the responsibility of the successful bidder to insure that repairs are completed in a timely manner.
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d.

If any warranty literature submitted with the bid conflicts with ARDOT warranty requirements, the conflict(s) shall
be specifically noted, corrected and included with the bid or the conflict(s) will be considered an exception to
warranty specifications and the bid rejected.

e.

Recent prior failure to provide warranty-work, parts, replacement parts or service, in a timely manner, for
equipment from the same manufacturer or dealer shall be grounds for the rejection of any submitted bid, or for the
denial of any otherwise qualified low bidder, whether such failure is attributable to the manufacturer or the dealer of
the equipment. For the purposes of this paragraph “timely manner” means a period of time not exceeding thirty (30)
calendar days to provide requested warranty-work, parts, replacement parts, or service. For the purposes of this
paragraph “manufacturer” means the original manufacturer of the equipment and its successor or successors,
regardless of number, and whether acquired by sale, merger, or otherwise. For the purposes of this paragraph
“replacement part” means a part redesigned by a manufacturer to correct a design or engineering defect and which
replacement part is capable of providing dependable performance in normal operation conditions for its normal
service life without failure. Such bid or bids may be rejected by the Department until such failure or failures have
been remedied to the satisfaction of the Department and until such manufacturer or dealer is providing such
warranty-work, parts, replacement parts, and service in a timely manner.

